Colorectal endoscopic submucosal dissection: patient selection and special considerations
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Abstract: Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) enables en bloc resection of large complex colorectal superficial neoplastic lesions, resulting in very low rates of local recurrence, high-quality pathologic specimens for accurate histopathologic diagnosis and potentially curative treatment of early adenocarcinoma without resorting to major surgical resection. The safety and efficacy of the technique, which was pioneered in the upper gastrointestinal tract, has been established by the consistently impressive outcomes from expert centers in Japan and some other eastern countries. However, ESD is challenging to perform in the colorectum and there is a significant risk of complications, particularly in the early stages of the learning curve. Early studies from western centers raised concerns about the high complication rates, and the impressive results from Japanese centers were not replicated. As a result, many western endoscopists are skeptical about the role of ESD and few centers have incorporated the technique into their practice. Nevertheless, although the distribution of expertise, referral centers and modes of practice may differ in Japan and western countries, ESD has an important role and can be safely and effectively incorporated into western practice. Key to achieving this is meticulous lesion assessment and selection, appropriate referral to centers with the necessary expertise and experience and application of the appropriate technique individualized to the patient. This review discusses the advantages, risks and benefits of ESD to treat colorectal lesions and outlines a pragmatic rationale for appropriate lesion selection as well as the patient, technical and institutional factors that should be considered.
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Introduction

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) allows organ-preserving, en bloc, curative resection of large superficial neoplastic lesions and cancers with early submucosal invasion in the colon and rectum. ESD was first developed to treat lesions in the upper gastrointestinal tract.\(^1\) However, in the colon and rectum, endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR), pioneered over 40 years ago and in established practice for several decades, was the mainstay of treatment as colorectal ESD was considered technically challenging compared to gastric or esophageal ESD because of the difficulties in scope stability and manipulation and a higher risk of perforation and fecal peritonitis due to the thin colonic wall.\(^2\)\(^-\)\(^4\) Nevertheless, following its established role in the upper gastrointestinal tract, ESD was first described in the colorectum in the late 1990s and there has since been a proliferation in its use.\(^5\) In series involving several thousands of patients, it has been shown to achieve high rates of en bloc and curative resection...
of large lesions with low recurrence rates compared to EMR and is thought to have the added advantage of providing more accurate pathologic diagnosis and reducing the need for additional surgery.6–11

However, almost all of these results are obtained from large series from expert centers in Asia, primarily Japan.9 The adoption of ESD in western practice has been very limited because of its technical difficulty, steep learning curve and the difference in training opportunities compared to Japan because of the relative scarcity of early gastric and esophageal cancer.12–14 There are concerns about the difference in outcomes and adverse events in western compared to Japanese series,9,15–17 leading many western endoscopists to favor EMR as a safer, technically less demanding and more feasible universal strategy for tackling almost all suitable colorectal lesions.12,13,18,19

ESD, however, undoubtedly provides several advantages over EMR for appropriately selected patients, for example, where en bloc resection of lesions at high risk of containing submucosal invasion is essential.20 It is also a valuable technique in resecting lesions with profound submucosal fibrosis from previous resection or heavy manipulation, which is common in western practice.21 The patient population, referral patterns, case load for the relatively few experienced interventional colorectal endoscopists and lesion characteristics are likely to be substantially different from eastern practice. The key to safely and effectively incorporating ESD into western practice is the adoption of a pragmatic, lesion-specific approach using accurate preprocedure assessment and in vivo diagnosis to guide meticulous patient selection, as well as treatment by interventional endoscopists with expertise in the full range of endoscopic resection techniques.

In this review, we will consider the benefits and challenges of ESD in western practice and discuss the importance of appropriate patient selection and special patient, institutional and technical considerations when deciding the appropriateness of using the technique.

Outcomes and advantages of colorectal ESD

En bloc resection
Foremost among the suggested benefits of ESD is that it offers the possibility of en bloc resection of large lesions in the colon and rectum. Indeed, most other benefits of ESD, such as reduced recurrence, improved histopathologic diagnostic accuracy and potential curative treatment for early invasive cancers, stem from the ability to achieve en bloc resection using this technique.

There have been several systematic reviews and meta-analyses examining ESD, which have demonstrated en bloc resection rates using ESD of 88%–92%, compared to 35%–63% for EMR.6–9,22,23 Although a randomized control trial comparing ESD and EMR is in progress, there are no published randomized control trials comparing the techniques.24 Nevertheless, these systematic reviews and meta-analyses include several thousands of patients and it is clear that very high rates of en bloc resection can be achieved. While en bloc resection using EMR is only consistently achieved for lesions <2 cm,25 ESD can achieve en bloc resection for much larger lesions, and successful en bloc resection of massive lesions over 10 cm has been reported.26,27 Furthermore, hybrid techniques using ESD to perform a circumferential mucosal incision with partial submucosal dissection, followed by EMR, can often be used where complete ESD is either too technically challenging or sufficient expertise is lacking to achieve en bloc resection in a greater proportion of lesions >2 cm than would otherwise be possible with EMR alone.28,29

Low recurrence rates
As a result of these high rates of en bloc resection, few local recurrences are seen after ESD, despite the often large lesion size. A multicenter study found that, regardless of the technique employed, piecemeal resection was the most important risk factor for recurrence; also, a meta-analysis of risk factors for local recurrence found that piecemeal resection was the only independent risk factor for recurrence.30,31 Akintoye et al included several thousands of cases of ESD in a meta-analysis and found a pooled recurrence rate of only 1%.9 Other meta-analyses have consistently demonstrated rates of local recurrence after ESD of 0.7%–1.2%, compared to 10.4%–12.7% after EMR.6,8,22,23

Accurate diagnosis and curative resection of early adenocarcinoma
En bloc resection to aid the accuracy of histopathologic diagnosis is of particular importance in the presence of adenocarcinoma.32–35 Piecemeal resection can make accurate assessment of the depth of invasion of an adenocarcinoma difficult, which could potentially lead to subsequent incorrect over- or undertreatment of a lesion. It has been suggested that inaccuracies in the assessment of depth of invasion due to piecemeal resection have led to invasive recurrences of adenocarcinoma, although there is, to date, no definitive evidence for this assertion.36 Aiding the accurate histopathologic diagnosis of specimens is one of the primary reasons for recommending ESD in guidelines from both Japan and
Europe, and the types of lesion where this is particularly recommended will be discussed in further detail below.\textsuperscript{20,35,37}

In addition, en bloc resection allows curative endoscopic resection of adenocarcinoma with early submucosal invasion, as lymph node metastases are rare in adenocarcinoma with only superficial submucosal invasion or invading $<1000$ $\mu m$ from the muscularis mucosae.\textsuperscript{38,39} In fact, several series have demonstrated that, in the absence of high-risk histopathologic factors including lymphovascular invasion, poor differentiation or tumor budding, early colorectal cancer with only superficial submucosal invasion or invasion to a depth of $<1000$ $\mu m$ is associated with a risk of lymph node metastases approaching $0\%$.\textsuperscript{40–46} As a result, ESD is recommended where there is a risk of only superficial submucosal invasion and curative endoscopic resection may be possible.\textsuperscript{35}

In the absence of any high-risk histopathologic features, ESD has been shown to provide excellent oncologic results and a potentially better safety profile compared to standard surgical segmental resection.\textsuperscript{47}

However, it is worth noting that EMR has also been used for many years to effectively treat early colorectal cancers without high-risk features and that, despite the sound scientific rationale behind recommending en bloc resection using ESD to aid diagnosis and curative resection, no convincing evidence of its benefit over EMR in oncologic outcomes has been published.\textsuperscript{44–46}

### Disadvantages of ESD

Colorectal ESD is a technically demanding modality for endoscopic resection, with an increased risk of adverse events as a result of difficulties achieving scope stability due to colonic looping; peristalsis, flexions and mucosal folds making manipulation of the knife challenging, the thin colonic wall allowing little margin of error during dissection and the risk of peritonitis from any perforation.\textsuperscript{5,9,48}

### Complications

One of the primary concerns about ESD has been the increased risk of perforation compared to EMR. Even in the expert hands of experienced Japanese endoscopists, initial case series of ESD reported relatively high perforation rates with early experience of $-10\%$–$12\%$.\textsuperscript{49–51}

However, several points about the risk of perforation during ESD are worth noting. First, the risk appears to significantly reduce with experience, with one series demonstrating a reduction in perforations from $12\%$ in its first 100 cases to $2\%$ in the subsequent 100 cases.\textsuperscript{31} Large series of colorectal ESD suggest that the perforation rate in the hands of experienced practitioners is now in the range of $3.1\%$–$5.6\%$.\textsuperscript{9–11,52–57} Second, despite an apparently higher perforation rate, the overwhelming majority of cases are recognized immediately and successfully managed by closing the defect with endoscopic clips or with conservative management and only a small fraction require surgery.\textsuperscript{10,11,52,53}

One caveat to this observation is that, although these patients avoided surgery, there is very little reporting in these studies of any subsequent outcomes such as delayed recovery, longer hospital stay, increased costs or antibiotic requirements.

Third, comparisons of perforation rates between ESD and EMR are difficult due to differences in important factors such as lesion size between different cohorts.

Although meta-analyses confirm that colorectal ESD is associated with a significantly greater risk of perforation with rates ranging from $4.8\%$ to $5.7\%$ for ESD compared to $0.9\%$–$1.4\%$ for EMR, these are almost exclusively based on retrospective studies; also, lesions resected using ESD were larger than those resected using EMR and these studies do not report other details of the lesions that may have affected perforation.\textsuperscript{6–8,22,23}

Significant bleeding is a relatively infrequent complication of ESD, and it appears that the risk of bleeding is similar regardless of the resection technique. Although definitions of significant bleeding vary between studies, it reportedly occurs in $0.5\%$–$2.75\%$ of cases.\textsuperscript{9,11,52,54,56}

### Procedure time

ESD is a technically challenging procedure, which is reflected in the significantly longer procedure time compared to EMR.\textsuperscript{6–8,36,58} This has implications not only for institutions' service provision, but also for patients who usually have the procedure performed under conscious sedation. Data recording patient experience of ESD compared to other procedures are lacking.

### Hospital admission

In expert centers in Japan, patients undergoing ESD are usually admitted to hospital for a significant period of time.\textsuperscript{59,60} Even within a special clinical pathway designed to reduce hospital stay, the mean length of stay was 5 days.\textsuperscript{61} By contrast, EMR is usually performed as a day case procedure.\textsuperscript{62}

### Availability of expertise and opportunities for training

The availability of expert endoscopists with the necessary experience in ESD is of particular relevance in western practice. Related to this is the added difficulty of ensuring
appropriate training opportunities in a western setting. In Japan, well-defined training pathways have been established, which begin with technically easier and safer procedures in the stomach, progressing to the esophagus and finally to the rectum and colon. Suitable upper gastrointestinal lesions are far less common in the west. These issues, together with concerns about the impact on interventional endoscopy services due to the added length of procedure and risk of complications, have led to slow uptake of ESD in western practice. Reluctance to adopt ESD was compounded by some early western series on colorectal ESD reporting significant and concerning complication rates, although, as noted above, there appears to be a clear learning curve with reduction of complications with increasing experience, which has also been demonstrated in a western setting. Emerging evidence from Europe suggests comparable en bloc resection and perforation rates to eastern practice.

Indications for ESD

Although several international authorities have published guidance on endoscopic resection in the colorectum, the Japanese Gastroenterological Society and several expert centers in Japan are the only authorities to define clear recommendations for colorectal ESD. These criteria may be applicable in Japan where the necessary skills and institutional experience exist, but their relevance in western practice is less clear. Nevertheless, they provide a useful starting point when considering appropriate patient and lesion selection for ESD. In most guidelines, ESD is recommended based on the size of the lesion (and, therefore, the risks of piecemeal resection) and the risk of adenocarcinoma.

Risk of invasive adenocarcinoma

As the primary advantage of ESD is en bloc resection of lesions allowing accurate diagnosis and potentially curative resection of adenocarcinoma, one of the central tenants in selecting suitable lesions for ESD is that the risk of a large lesion containing adenocarcinoma varies according to its morphology and surface (pit) pattern. Lesions <2 cm can be resected en bloc using EMR, and so ESD is primarily of relevance for lesions >2 cm which are most commonly laterally spreading tumors (LST). Figure 1 shows the different morphological subtypes of LST. The incidence of adenocarcinoma in LST granular (LST G) homogenous type lesions is low, whereas it is higher in LST G mixed-nodular type lesions and, when present, tends occur under a large nodule. The incidence is highest in LST nongranular (LST NG) type lesions, particularly the pseudodepressed type, and also tends to be multifocal in these lesions. In addition, the risk of submucosal invasion can be accurately predicted using magnification chromoendoscopy to determine the presence of type V pit pattern as well as other image enhancement techniques such as narrow band imaging (NBI).

Risk of recurrence

ESD may be selected based on lesion size. The risk of recurrence is consistently related to the size of the lesion and piecemeal resection in studies, and en bloc resection is not consistently achieved for lesions >2 cm using EMR.

Guidelines for selecting ESD

The Japanese Gastroenterological Society and expert centers in Japan, therefore, recommend ESD for lesions where en bloc resection is necessary and would be difficult to achieve with EMR, including LST NG larger than 2 cm, LST G larger than 3 cm (especially mixed-nodular type), Vi pit pattern or suspicion of only superficial submucosal invasion, recurrent lesions and lesions with submucosal fibrosis.
Other international guidance, although adhering to similar principles, is less definitive owing largely to the paucity of expert centers and endoscopists performing ESD in western practice. Guidance from societies in the UK and Europe both only acknowledge the potential role of ESD in en bloc resection where adenocarcinoma is suspected, but also note that piecemeal EMR is safe and highly effective for the majority of large colorectal superficial neoplastic lesions.

Controversies regarding the indications for ESD
A liberal interpretation of the indications for ESD could include any lesion with a risk of harboring adenocarcinoma or where the risk of recurrence is significant and this means that in expert centers in Japan, where the expertise exists and the case load allows, many large colorectal lesions are resected using ESD. However, some western endoscopists question the value of ESD for the majority of colorectal superficial neoplastic lesions. Aside from the lack of opportunities for training and gaining sufficient experience of ESD already discussed, they take the view that EMR and piecemeal EMR are highly effective and safe procedures for resecting large superficial colorectal lesions in over 90% of patients. Although the recurrence rate may be higher than after en bloc resection by ESD, this is successfully treated by EMR in most cases and is a low-risk and relatively simple procedure which does not usually require hospital admission. In addition, EMR is widely practiced and the necessary skills and experience are easier to attain.

Some argue that the additional benefit of performing ESD is minimal for most lesions as evidenced by the fact that few lesions contain adenocarcinoma and, for those resected en bloc by ESD, approximately half require surgery as they contain high-risk features. This leaves only a fraction of patients potentially receiving curative resection by ESD, and the costs and resource burden may not justify the universal use of ESD for large lesions, especially where the benefit is small, such as lesions in the right colon when the morbidity associated with laparoscopy is minimal.

Some have argued that there is no evidence that fewer patients require surgery after treatment with ESD compared to EMR, despite the claim that ESD may afford curative resection to more patients and reduce recurrence. There are several limitations in the studies comparing techniques, but in many, the requirement for surgery following ESD is either similar or more frequent compared to EMR. Some authors feel it is safest to generally recommend surgery when adenocarcinoma is found and, as a result, EMR is sufficient.

However, even authors who note the limited uptake of ESD in the west or question the extent to which ESD should be used generally agree that there is an important role for the technique in resecting particularly high-risk lesions en bloc or tackling difficult fibrotic lesions, and it is likely that it will be increasingly employed in western practice in the future.

Patient selection
Given the advantages and efficacy of both ESD and EMR, it is necessary to arrive at a pragmatic approach to patient and lesion selection which will allow the best technique to be delivered to the right patient, as well as allow the most effective use of ESD within the resources available in the majority of centers.

Figure 2 shows the approach we have adopted in selecting lesions for ESD. Meticulous assessment prior to resection in order to make an accurate endoscopic prediction of the risk of invasive adenocarcinoma is of paramount importance in selecting the most appropriate resection technique. Magnification chromoendoscopy and NBI are invaluable in this decision-making process. If the expertise is available, colonoscopic ultrasound may also be used to supplement this process in lesions where type Vi pit is discovered or where the risk of submucosal invasion is high, such as LST NG or LST G mixed-nodular lesions, in an attempt to exclude deep invasion before resection is attempted. Endoscopic resection should not be considered for lesions which obviously have deeply invasive adenocarcinoma, for example, lesions displaying Vn pit pattern or where colonoscopic ultrasound suggests deep invasion.

Definitive indications for en bloc resection
En bloc resection should be performed where there is a high risk of adenocarcinoma with superficial invasion. This includes LST NG lesions, particularly pseudodepressed type, and lesions displaying Vi pit. All such lesions >2 cm should be resected using ESD, although ESD should also be used for smaller LST NG lesions where en bloc resection by EMR may be compromised by submucosal fibrosis. If ESD is not performed locally, then these patients should be referred to a center where the expertise is available.

Lesions for which ESD is preferable
Lesions with a significant risk of harboring invasive adenocarcinoma should be resected using ESD where possible. This includes LST G mixed-nodular lesions. However, en bloc resection using ESD may not be possible due to factors such as extreme lesion size, patient frailty and comorbidity.
precluding a lengthy procedure, deeply scarred lesions from previous attempts at resection or a lack of suitable expertise in ESD. When invasive adenocarcinoma occurs in such lesions, it is almost invariably present under the largest dominant nodule or under depressed areas (Figure 1B). Therefore, at a minimum, the resection strategy for these lesions should be removal of these areas in one piece to avoid sectioning an area of adenocarcinoma before piecemeal resection to complete the removal of the remaining granular portion of the lesion.

Lesions for which ESD is not essential

Although en bloc resection is always preferable, the practical realities of advanced interventional endoscopy, particularly outside of Japan, are that piecemeal EMR is the most viable strategy for safe and effective resection in some patients. LST G homogenous lesions have a very low incidence of unrecognized adenocarcinoma, even at a large size, and therefore can be resected using piecemeal EMR. Lesions of any morphology <2 cm can, in principle, be resected en bloc using EMR, although if there is any suspicion of superficial submucosal invasion, we would recommend considering ESD even for these smaller lesions because it allows consistent en bloc resection and also enables accurate submucosal dissection under vision, ensuring R0 resection and a high-quality pathologic specimen. Figure 3 shows examples of appropriate selection of resection technique specific to the patient and lesion characteristics.

Lesions for which ESD is a valuable technique

There are situations for which ESD is a useful technique to allow effective treatment of a benign colorectal lesion, but where it is not required specifically for en bloc resection. Lesions which are deeply scarred as a result of recurrence after previous resection present a particular challenge (Figure 1C and D). Although these can be effectively treated by EMR, especially if diminutive in size, many larger recurrent or residual lesions are resistant to submucosal lifting and snare capture. ESD may be the only effective resection strategy for these, either as the sole modality or as part of a
Several small series have demonstrated that ESD can be used to achieve safe resection of recurrent lesions with impressive en bloc resection rates, or as part of a hybrid procedure to enable effective snare capture. However, significant submucosal fibrosis has been consistently identified as a risk factor for recurrence and perforation during ESD, as this maintains mucosal tension which assists insertion of the distal attachment and prevents leakage of injection fluid. This was further developed into the pocket-creation method in which, following a minimal partial mucosal incision, a large submucosal pocket is created under the lesion before completing the mucosal incision circumferentially. This has the advantage of maintaining a thick submucosal layer under the tumor, resulting in a high-quality pathologic specimen. Also, insertion of the distal attachment into the submucosal pocket results in the tip being spontaneously fixed and, therefore, synchronized with breathing or heart beats, thus maintaining the tip of the knife at a stable distance from the submucosa. A further modification of this technique for lesions complicated by submucosal fibrosis is the formation of multiple pockets which meet at the area of fibrosis, allowing accurate identification of the muscle layer and precise dissection of the muscle.

Lesions extending to the anorectum and dentate line are especially challenging to resect with endoscopic techniques as a result of difficult access and visualization and pain due to the somatic sensory innervation, and there may be a lower threshold for surgical management in these cases. ESD is a safe and highly effective technique for such lesions, even in the presence of hemorrhoids, with minimal risk of bleeding and very low risk of recurrence.

### Technical, institutional and patient considerations

Detailed discussion of the endosurgical knives and equipment available for performing ESD is beyond the scope of this review and has been detailed elsewhere; however, the development of certain techniques has greatly assisted successful ESD for large tumors.

### Dissection techniques – pocket-creation method

The technique for colorectal ESD has evolved to one in which a partial mucosal incision is initially performed followed by variable amounts of submucosal dissection instead of an initial circumferential mucosal incision, as this maintains mucosal tension which assists insertion of the distal attachment and prevents leakage of injection fluid. This was further developed into the pocket-creation method in which, following a minimal partial mucosal incision, a large submucosal pocket is created under the lesion before completing the mucosal incision circumferentially. This has the advantage of maintaining a thick submucosal layer under the tumor, resulting in a high-quality pathologic specimen. Also, insertion of the distal attachment into the submucosal pocket results in the tip being spontaneously fixed and, therefore, synchronized with breathing or heart beats, thus maintaining the tip of the knife at a stable distance from the submucosa. A further modification of this technique for lesions complicated by submucosal fibrosis is the formation of multiple pockets which meet at the area of fibrosis, allowing accurate identification of the muscle layer and precise dissection of the muscle.

### Retraction techniques

One of the difficulties with ESD is maintaining adequate traction. Patient position change to make optimal use of gravity is the most commonly employed method. A variety of innovations have been described to assist with traction, most involving endoscopic clips. One of the simplest and most cost-effective is the clip with line method. An endoscopic hemoclip is inserted into the colonoscope, a length of dental floss or silk is tied to one arm, the clip is then withdrawn back into the endoscope which is reinserted, and the clip is deployed onto the mucosal flap where traction is required. Counter traction is then achieved by pulling the dental floss or silk gently or applying a light weight to the opposite end. Various directions of counter traction can be achieved using modifications of the technique by creating a pulley effect using a second clip to “capture” the line and then fixing this second clip to the opposite side of the lumen. The dental floss.
is then drawn through this second clip, altering the direction of pull on the first clip.\textsuperscript{107}

Another simple method is the clip-flap method in which clips are applied to the incised mucosal edge soon after mucosal incision and these act to assist gravity in lifting the mucosal edge, improving visualization of the submucosal plane to allow insertion of the distal attachment.\textsuperscript{101}

Several other techniques have been described using additional endoscopes, external forceps or novel devices, but have not been widely applied, especially in the colorectum.\textsuperscript{110–112}

Institutional factors
In order to safely and effectively incorporate ESD into an advanced interventional endoscopy practice, an adequate case load is essential. It has been demonstrated that complication rates for colorectal ESD are significantly lower in institutions performing a high volume of procedures.\textsuperscript{11} Clearly, it is not appropriate for every colonoscopist to attempt to perform ESD or, indeed, for every institution to offer ESD. Rather, it should be carried out by experienced practitioners in central referral hospitals to maintain the necessary experience which should translate into effective treatment.\textsuperscript{113}

It may be useful, particularly in western practice, to introduce a complex polyp multidisciplinary meeting to ensure the correct treatment is given to patients in environments where surgery is often still performed for benign colorectal lesions and also to assist in correct decision making with regard to the resection technique or the need for referral.\textsuperscript{37,114}

Effective models for ESD training in the west need to be established and validated. Various training pathways have been proposed involving the use of porcine models, a period of observation of Japanese experts and progressive use of the technique beginning in the rectum and progressing into the colon, as safety and competence are proven, preferably under the supervision of an expert.\textsuperscript{68,115–118} It is difficult to determine the exact learning curve for colorectal ESD as most studies involve endoscopists already experienced in upper gastrointestinal ESD. However, training in ESD is feasible without significant prior experience of upper gastrointestinal ESD.\textsuperscript{119,120}

Patient considerations
It is important that the correct treatment is offered on an individual basis to patients. ESD may be indicated on the basis of specific lesion characteristics, but it may not be the most suitable treatment for the patient. Guidelines across nations are consistent in stating that the risks and benefits of a treatment should be carefully considered for each patient, especially the elderly.\textsuperscript{55,57} Elderly frail patients may be ill-equipped to withstand a lengthy procedure with the medications for conscious sedation which may be required for ESD.

Conclusion
A large body of evidence from Japan and other eastern expert centers, and emerging evidence from some western centers, has demonstrated that ESD is a highly effective technique to achieve en bloc resection of large colorectal superficial neoplastic lesions, allowing accurate histopathologic diagnosis and staging of adenocarcinoma and offering potentially curative organ-preserving, minimally invasive treatment for early cancer. With the appropriate expertise and experience, this can be achieved with minimal morbidity. However, accurate preprocedure assessment and in vivo diagnosis to aid appropriate lesion selection are essential to ensure the correct technique is offered to the patient, for which magnification endoscopy is an invaluable tool. There are substantial differences in training opportunities, referral patterns, knowledge among diagnostic endoscopists and modes of practice between the east and west, but ESD has been successfully introduced into some western referral centers and appropriate referral to such centers together with careful lesion and patient selection will maintain high-quality outcomes.
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